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1 Data Collection and Processing

Spire’s low-earth-orbit (LEO) satellite constellation routinely collects GNSS signals
that, together with satellite attitude knowledge, can be used to derive precise position
and velocity estimates of each spacecraft in orbit. Applications of satellite precise
orbital estimates include, but are not limited to, atmospheric radio occultation (RO),
surface altimetry, space situational awareness, and in-situ measurements of the
thermospheric state.

1.1 Spire Satellite Data Collection

Each LEMUR2 satellite in Spire’s constellation is a 3U cubesat whose mechanical
layout adheres to the CalPoly Cubesat Design Specification. The satellites are
equipped with a custom receiver that tracks multi-frequency GNSS signals through
multiple antenna types. For the purpose of precise orbit determination (POD) of each
Spire satellite, the receiver tracks multiple GNSS satellite signals simultaneously
through the zenith-facing antenna. Raw signal observables are currently collected at
1-Hz sampling and downlinked to the ground in near-real-time.

In addition to a GNSS receiver, each Spire satellite houses an attitude determination
and control system (ADCS), which is used to estimate the orientation of the spacecraft
and to maneuver the spacecraft to a desired pointing position. Spire’s ADCS consists
of magnetometers and sun sensors for attitude knowledge, and actuators (torque
roads, reaction wheels) for orientation maneuvering. High-rate (1-Hz) attitude data are
continuously collected during periods of GNSS receiver operation and downlinked in
near-real-time. Attitude data are also recorded outside of GNSS receiver operational
windows, but are downlinked at lower sampling rates and higher latency.

1.2 Ground Processing

1.2.1 Block Diagram

Raw attitude and navigation data downlinked from each Spire satellite are processed
into higher-level data products up to final POD estimates (leoOrb) as shown in Figure
1. A description of each processing block is provided in subsequent sections of Section
1.2. Information regarding the content and format of each data product can be found
in Section 2.
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Figure 1: Spire attitude and navigation data processing chain from Level 0 raw data to
Level 1B POD estimates. Both raw navigation (navObs/podObs) and high-rate attitude
(attObs/leoAtt) data types are required to produce the final POD estimates (leoOrb)
for each Spire satellite.

1.2.2 Grouping of Raw Data

Spire’s raw navigation and attitude files, typically spanning one to several minutes in
duration, are grouped in near-continuous segments before input into POD processing.
This step is initiated in near real-time by searching for previously unprocessed Level 0
navObs data and its neighboring data files that together form a near-continuous data
arc. Data neighbors in this search process are defined as navObs files containing
measurements within five minutes of each other. The current constraint on these
near-continuous data arcs is that they must fall within overlapping 2-hour duration
process windows with 1-hour overlap (i.e. (0:00, 2:00 UTC), (1:00, 3:00 UTC), (2:00,
4:00 UTC), etc.). Furthermore, data arcs that are a complete subset of another arc are
ignored and not processed.

Once near-continuous data arc(s) have been formed, the start and stop times of each
arc are used to group Level 0 navObs and attObs files together to form the Level 1A
podObs and leoAtt files, respectively. Since these data arcs can fall within multiple
2-hour process windows, different Level 1A podObs and leoAtt files may contain
overlapping measurements.

1.2.3 Precise Orbit Determination

To estimate each Spire satellite’s precise orbital position and velocity, the Spire
processing system employs an orbit determination software, RTOrb. The main inputs
to the software are the orbital positions/velocities of each GNSS satellite and the
pseudorange and carrier phase measurements collected by the Spire receiver. The
software computes the Spire satellite orbit position/velocity estimates at each time
step by blending the input observations together with a complex orbit model through
an extended Kalman filter. The orbit model accounts for both gravitational and
non-gravitational forces, such as atmospheric drag and solar radiation pressure,
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which act on the Spire satellite as it orbits the Earth. Long, continuous, dual-frequency
observations of multiple GNSS satellites (at least 4 simultaneous) are required to
achieve orbit estimates of less than 20 centimeters. Typical accuracy estimates for
Spire POD solutions are 10-25 cm 3-D RMS for position and 0.1-0.2 mm/s 3-D RMS for
velocity.

Details on RTOrb precise orbit determination processing algorithms are found in
Users Manual Real-Time Orbit Determination (RTOrb) by GPS Solutions (available upon
request). Furthermore, the document outlines processing input parameters that can
be used during POD processing. Key processing parameters for the current POD
processing of Spire data are listed below:

Table 1: POD Processing Selections

Processing Option Rationale

Backward smoothing of POD orbits after
Kalman filter using the
Rauch-Tung-Striebel algorithm

This reduces the noise in the position
and velocity estimates produced by the
Kalman filter, particularly near the
beginning of the processing arc.

Observations originating from below -10
degrees from the orbit track are not
used

Because the Spire POD antenna is zenith
pointing, observations coming from low
elevation angles are likely to be
associated with low signal-to-noise ratio
and cycle slips.

Process only dual-frequency
observations at each time step

Only dual-frequency observations are
processed to eliminate the effects of the
ionosphere
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2 Data Products

2.1 Attitude

2.1.1 Summary

Product Format Dates
Available*

Description

L0 attObs netCDF 2020-11-25
through current

Raw quaternion information given at 1-Hz sampling
describing the actual pointing of the spacecraft.
Each file is typically one to several minutes in
duration.

L1A leoAtt CHAMP 2017-11-01
through current

Raw quaternion information given at 1-Hz sampling
describing the actual pointing of the spacecraft.
Each file is derived from a group of L0 attObs and is
typically longer than 20 minutes in duration.

L1A telAtt csv 2019-05-01
through current;
Intermittent
availability in
2019; Only
available for
FM81+

Raw quaternion information given at 0.1-Hz sampling
describing the actual pointing of the spacecraft.
Each file typically contains 24 hours of data.

2.1.1 Level 0 Raw High-Rate Attitude Observations (attObs)

Content
This file contains raw quaternion information describing the actual pointing of the
spacecraft in netCDF format.

File Naming Convention

Each attObs file has the following naming convention:

spire_att_L0_attObs_{VERSION}_{DATA_TIME}_{FM}.nc

where

VERSION: Product version (i.e. v6.02)
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DATA_TIME: Start time of file (i.e 2020-01-01T00-00-00)

FM: Spire satellite id (i.e. FM103)

File Observational Coverage
Each file contains attitude quaternions at 1-Hz sampling that span one to several
minutes in duration.

Example netCDF File Content

dimensions:
time = 60 ;
quaternion_element = 4 ;  #  In order of qx, qy, qz, qw

variables:
int time(time) ;

time:units = "seconds since 1970-1-1T00:00:00Z" ;
short qbo(time, quaternion_element) ;

qbo:long_name = "body orientation quaternion" ;
qbo:scale_factor = 0.0078740157480315 ;

// global attributes:
:schema = "spacecraft_orientation_v1" ;
:time_coverage_start = "2020-11-30T00:00:00Z" ;
:time_coverage_end = "2020-11-30T00:00:59Z" ;

2.1.2 Level 1A High Rate Attitude Observations (leoAtt)

Content
File contains 1-Hz rate quaternion information measured from a single Spire satellite.
Quaternion information is necessary to convert between the spacecraft-fixed body
frame to the orbit local level (LVLH) frame defined in the header. This essentially
describes the orientation of the satellite. Each epoch contains one single quaternion.

File Naming Convention
Each leoAtt file has the following naming convention:

spire_att_L1A_leoAtt_{VERSION}_{DATA_TIME}_{FM}.log

where

VERSION: Product version (i.e. v6.02)

DATA_TIME: Start time of file (i.e 2020-01-01T00-00-00)

FM: Spire satellite id (i.e. FM103)
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File Observational Coverage
Each leoAtt file contains attitude quaternions that typically span more than several
minutes. Different leoAtt files may contain overlapping data points due to the
grouping of raw data explained in Section 1.2.

Format
Spire attitude files are the same as CHAMP format except for the inclusion of an
additional character flag at the end of the time epoch (‘tim’). Epochs containing valid
quaternions produced from the satellite attitude control and determination system
will not be flagged (e.g., ‘0’ at the end of the time epoch line). If a quaternion is
missing, the last known quaternion within the collection window is used and is flagged
with a ‘1’. If no previous quaternion exists (e.g., at the collection window start), a
default quaternion of [0, 0, 0, 1] is used and is flagged with a ‘2’.

Figure 2: Example of attitude data format

2.1.3 Level 1A Low Rate Attitude Observations (telAtt)

Content
File contains low rate 0.1-Hz rate quaternion information measured from a single
Spire satellite. Quaternion information is necessary to convert between the
spacecraft-fixed body frame (Appendix A) to the orbit local level frame (LVLH). This
essentially describes the orientation of the satellite. Each epoch contains one single
quaternion.

File Naming Convention
Each telAtt file has the following naming convention:
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spire_att_L1A_telAtt_{VERSION}_{DATA_TIME}_{FM}.csv

where

VERSION: Product version (i.e. v6.02)

DATA_TIME: Start time of file (i.e 2020-01-01T00-00-00)

FM: Spire satellite id (i.e. FM103)

File Observational Coverage
Each file contains 24 hours of quaternions for one satellite.

Quality Control
When there is a detectable quality issue within a data-frame which would indicate that
any item within an attitude data packet is either not accurate or erroneous, the data
packet will be removed. Typical reasons for such packets could be that the ADCS
system was reset by our operations team, or an anomalous event occurred within the
system.

Variables

Product Format Datatype Description

spire_id -- str Spire's Satellite numerical designator ("FMXXX")

unix_timestam
p

s float seconds since Jan 1 1970 00:00:00

attitude_qbo quaternio
n

float[4] estimated attitude quaternion of the spacecraft
body in "orbit" frame. Orbit Frame is defined as
Local-Vertical-Local-Horizontal.

attitude_rate quaternio
n

float[3] estimated rate of the spacecraft body in "orbit"
frame. Orbit Frame is defined as
Local-Vertical-Local-Horizontal.

position_eci m float[3] spacecraft position estimate in
Earth-Centered-Inertial frame.

velocity_eci m/s float[3] spacecraft velocity estimate in
Earth-Centered-Inertial frame. (More precisely, the
ECI frame is 'TEME' - true equator, mean equinox of
epoch)
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2.2 Navigation

2.2.1 Summary

Product Format Dates
Available

Description

L0 navObs netCDF 2020-11-25
through current

Raw pseudorange and carrier phase observables at
1-Hz sampling rate

L1A
podObs*.rnx

RINEX 2017-11-01
through current

Pseudorange and carrier phase observables at 1-Hz
sampling rate. Each file is derived from a group of
L0 navObs and is typically longer than 30 minutes in
duration.

L1A
podObs*.sp3

sp3 2017-11-01
through current

Coarse positions and velocities of a given Spire
satellite computed from the onboard receiver

L1B leoOrb netCDF 2017-11-01
through current

Precise positions and velocities of a given Spire
satellite computed from POD software

Furthermore, the following table lists other data products and metadata that are
related to the Spire POD processing chain.

Product Format Dates
Available

Description

Spire ANTEX
File

ANTEX 2017-11-01
through current

Spire receiver antenna phase offsets relative to the
geometric center of the spacecraft

2.2.2 Level 0 Raw Navigation Data (navObs)
Content
Each netCDF file contains raw pseudorange, carrier phase, Doppler frequency, and
carrier-to-noise measurements for each observed GPS signal from a single Spire
satellite. Data are currently output every second in time. These measurements are
used to estimate the positions and velocities of each Spire satellite. Observations are
collected on all three antennas during closed-loop tracking.

File Naming Convention
Each navObs file has the following naming convention:

spire_nav_L0_navObs_{VERSION}_{DATA_TIME}_{FM}.nc
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where

VERSION: Product version (i.e. v6.02)

DATA_TIME: Start time of file (i.e 2020-01-01T00-00-00)

FM: Spire satellite id (i.e. FM103)

File Observational Coverage
Each file contains data at 1-Hz sampling that typically span one to several minutes in
duration.

Example netCDF File Content

dimensions:
time = 60 ;
signal = 22 ;

variables:
double time(time) ;

time:ref_gps_week = 2134 ;
time:ref_gps_sow = 86420 ;
time:units = "seconds since ref_gps time" ;

int pseudorange(time, signal) ;
pseudorange:scale_factor = 0.0625 ;

int doppler(time, signal) ;
double phase(time, signal) ;

phase:scale_factor = 0.0078125 ;
byte sv_id(signal) ;  # PRN for GPS or Orbital Slot Number for GLONASS

sv_id:_Unsigned = "true" ;
sv_id:_FillValue = -1b ;

byte signal_type(signal) ;
signal_type:_Unsigned = "true" ;
signal_type:_FillValue = -1b ;
signal_type:flag_values = 0b, 1b, 2b, 3b, 4b, 5b, 6b, 7b, 8b, 9b, 10b, 11b, 12b, 13b, 14b, 15b ;
signal_type:flag_meanings = "G1C G2L G2Y J1C J2L R1C R2C E1B E1C E7Q C1D C1P C5D C5P

C7D C7P" ; # First character refers to RINEX constellation letter, last two characters refer to RINEX
frequency observation code

byte virtual_antenna_id(signal) ;
virtual_antenna_id:_Unsigned = "true" ;
virtual_antenna_id:_FillValue = -1b ;
virtual_antenna_id:flag_values = 0b, 1b, 2b ;
virtual_antenna_id:flag_meanings = "PRIMARY RISING SETTING" ;

int cn0(time, signal) ;
cn0:scale_factor = 0.0625 ;

byte status(time, signal) ;
status:_FillValue = 0b ;
status:flag_masks = 15b, 15b, 15b, 15b, 15b, 15b, 16b, 32b ;
status:flag_values = 1b, 2b, 3b, 4b, 5b, 6b, 16b, 32b ;
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status:flag_meanings = "allocated acquired symbol_lock frequency_lock phase_lock
data_lock valid phase_error" ; # Recommend to exclude ‘phase_error’ flagged data from use (i.e. when
creating Lv1 RINEX file)

// global attributes:
:schema = "gnss_observables_v0" ;
:coverage_start_gps_seconds = 1290729620. ;
:coverage_end_gps_seconds = 1290729679. ;

2.2.3 Level 1A GNSS Observables (podObs*.rnx)

Content
Similar to the L0 data format that it is derived from (navObs), this file contains raw
pseudorange, carrier phase, Doppler frequency, and carrier-to-noise measurements
for each observed GPS signal from a single Spire satellite. Data are currently output
every second in time in RINEX format. These measurements are used to estimate the
positions and velocities of each Spire satellite.

File Naming Convention
Each podObs file have the following naming convention:

spire_nav_L1A_podObs_{VERSION}_{DATA_TIME}_{FM}_{ANT}.rnx

where

VERSION: Product version (i.e. v6.02)

DATA_TIME: Start time of file (i.e 2020-01-01T00-00-00)

FM: Spire satellite id (i.e. FM103)

ANT: Virtual antenna id (i.e. antPOD)

File Observational Coverage
Each podObs file contains data that typically span more than several minutes.
Different podObs files may contain overlapping data points due to the grouping of raw
data explained in Section 1.2.

Format
Data is presented in standard RINEX format (version 3.02). An example of RINEX
version 3.02 format is shown in Figure 3. The header contains such information as the
satellite number, relevant antenna data, and GNSS observation types. The
observations corresponding to each GNSS observational type for each time epoch are
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presented after the header. More information on formatting can be found in the
RINEX: The Receiver Independent Exchange format Version 3.02 document.

Figure 3: Example of POD observations in standard RINEX Version 3.02 format

2.2.4 Level 1A Rx Navigation Solution (podObs*.sp3)

Content
This file contains the coarse estimated position, velocity and receiver clock error of a
given Spire satellite as computed by the onboard receiver. Estimates are given in the
ECEF (IGS08) frame. Each file adheres to sp3c format.

File Naming Convention
Each podObs sp3 file has the following naming convention:

spire_nav_L1A_podObs_{VERSION}_{DATA_TIME}_{FM}.sp3

where

VERSION: Product version (i.e. v6.02)

DATA_TIME: Start time of file (i.e 2020-01-01T00-00-00)

FM: Spire satellite id (i.e. FM103)

File Observational Coverage
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Each podObs file contains data that typically span more than several minutes.
Different podObs files may contain overlapping data points due to the grouping of raw
data explained in Section 1.2.

Format
The data is given in standard sp3c format
(ftp://igs.org/pub/data/format/sp3_docu.txt). Under each time epoch, there are two
lines beginning with ‘P’ and ‘V’. The first three values in the ‘P’ line contain the XYZ
position coordinates with units of kilometers in a given orbital frame. The fourth value
in the ‘P’ line refers to the estimated receiver clock error from true GPS time given in
microseconds. The XYZ velocity coordinates are given in the ‘V’ line in units of
decimeters/sec. The final value of the ‘V’ line refers to the estimated receiver clock
error rate of change in units of 10-4 microseconds/sec, which is normally not
estimated from the precise orbit determination software and thus set to
999999.999999.

2.2.5 Level 1B Precise Orbit Determination Solution (leoOrb)

Content
This file contains the estimated position, velocity and receiver clock error of a given
Spire satellite after processing of the POD observation file by Spire’s precise orbit
determination software. Estimates are typically given in the ECEF (IGS08) frame.

File Naming Convention
Each leoOrb file has the following naming convention:

spire_nav_L1B_leoOrb_{VERSION}_{DATA_TIME}_{FM}.sp3

where

VERSION: Product version (i.e. v6.02)

DATA_TIME: Start time of file (i.e 2020-01-01T00-00-00)

FM: Spire satellite id (i.e. FM103)

File Observational Coverage
Each leoOrb file contains data that typically span more than several minutes.
Different leoOrb files may contain overlapping data points due to the grouping of raw
data explained in Section 1.2.

Format
The data is given in standard sp3c format
(ftp://igs.org/pub/data/format/sp3_docu.txt). Under each time epoch, there are two
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lines beginning with ‘P’ and ‘V’. The first three values in the ‘P’ line contain the XYZ
position coordinates with units of kilometers in a given orbital frame. The fourth value
in the ‘P’ line refers to the estimated receiver clock error from true GPS time given in
microseconds. The XYZ velocity coordinates are given in the ‘V’ line in units of
decimeters/sec. The final value of the ‘V’ line refers to the estimated receiver clock
error rate of change in units of 10-4 microseconds/sec, which is normally not
estimated from the precise orbit determination software and thus set to
999999.999999.
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3 Operational Status
More details about the operational status of Spire’s attitude and navigation products
are available upon request.
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Appendix A: Coordinate Frames

A.1 Spacecraft Body Frame

The spacecraft body frame is fixed to the body of the spacecraft and shown below in
Figure A.1.

LEMUR2 v3.0-3.3 LEMUR2 v3.4+

Figure A.1: Definition of Spire spacecraft body frame. The origin of each frame is at the
geometric center.

A.2 Local Vertical-Local Horizontal (LVLH)

LVLH coordinate frames have their origin at the center of the observer, which in this
case we can assume is the spacecraft body frame origin. The x-z plane forms the
instantaneous orbit plane at the time of interest. The X axis lies in the orbit plane and
is perpendicular to the Z axis in the direction of the spacecraft velocity. The z axis lies
along the geocentric radius vector, or the position vector of the spacecraft, and is
positive towards the center of the Earth. The Y axis is perpendicular to the X and Z
axes resulting in the cross product definition [xLVLHi ╳  yLVLH = zLVLH].

zLVLH is also the definition of "Nadir" as used in the Lemur2 spacecraft.

A.3 Earth Centered Inertial (ECI)

Earth-centered inertial (ECI) coordinate frames have their origins at the center of
mass of the Earth. The x-y plane coincides with the Earth’s equatorial plane. The x
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axis is parallel to the vector from the earth to the sun during the vernal equinox. The z
axis lies at a 90 angle to the equatorial plane and extends through the North Pole. The
y axis is perpendicular to the x and z axes, resulting in the cross product definition [
xeci ╳  yeci = zec i]. The Earth rotates, the ECI Coordinate system does not.

The precise ECI coordinate frame used in the data packet is 'TEME' ( true equator,
mean equinox of epoch), which is the frame used in SGP4.

A.4 Earth Centered Earth Fixed (ECEF)

ECEF coordinate frames have their origin at the center of the Earth, but are fixed to
the rotating earth. The principal axes of the ECEF frame adopted by Spire’s navigation
products primarily follow the ITRF08 (IGS08) reference frame.
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